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TAQRIZ 

 

Ma’lumki, biror-bir horijiy tilni o’rganish jarayonida, albatta, o’sha tili 

o’rganilayotgan xalq va mamlakat haqida ko’plab ma’lumotlarga ehtiyoj seziladi. 

Mazkur referatning maqsadi  talabalarga inglizcha matnlarni taqdim etish, ularda 

o’qish, tushinish va gapirish ko’nikmalarini o’stirishdan tashqari tili 

o’rganilayotgan mamlakatlarning geografik joylashuvi, siyosiy, iqtisodiy va 

madaniy hayoti haqida ham kerakli ma’lumotlarni yetkazib berishdan iborat. 

Xususan, talaba o’z referatida Buyuk Britaniya tarixi, boshqaruv va siyosiy tizimi, 

iqtisodi, maxalliy boshqaruv tizimi, transport tizimi, geografik joylashuvi va 

ta’lim sohasi haqida iloji boricha to’liq ma’lumot berishga harakat qiladi.  

  Shuningdek, referatning qamrovi talabaning muloqot qilish, gapirish, suhbat 

olib borish, tushunish, ijodiy fikrlash qobilyatlarini rivojlantirishga qaratilgan.  

 Bu referat talabalarga ingliz tilidagi matnlarni o’qib, tushuna olish, tahlil 

qilish, berilgan mavzular yuzasidan o’z fikrlarini ingliz tilida bayon qila olishda 

yordam beradi. 

Xulosa qilib aytganda, bu referatdan  ingliz tili yo’nalishida ta’lim 

olayotgan talabalar “Mamlakatshunoslik” fani darslarida qo’shimcha manba 

sifatida foydalanishlari mumkin. 
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TAQRIZ 
 

Hozirgi kunda o’sib kelayotgan yosh avlodning har tomonlama mukammal  
zamon talablariga to’liq javob beradigan barkamol bo’lib etishishlari uchun  
hukumatimiz  tomonidan turli buyruq va ko’rsatmalar va dasturlar ishlab 
chiqilmoqda. Bularni biz ustozlar qo’llagan holda ana shu ezgu maqsadga erishish 
yo’lida mavjud barcha imkoniyatlarimiz va kuch quvvatimizni safarbar etishni 
ko’zlaymiz; talabalarni ma’nan sog’lom va zamonaviy intellectual bilimlarga ega 
bo’lishiga hamda zamon talablariga mos barkamol avlodni voyaga yetkazishdek 
mas’uliyatni o’z oldimizga maqsad qilib qo’yganmiz Talaba Orziqulov 
Doniyorning  “The United Kingdom ” mavzuidagi referatida o’zining  fiklarini 
teran, aniq va tushunarli tarzda bayon etishi talabaning o’quv jarayonida 
o’zlashtirgan bilim ko’nikma va malakalarini qo’llay olishi yuqoridagi 
maqsadlarga yaqqol misol bo’ladi desak mobolag’a bo’lmaydi. Shunga ko’ra 
talaba o’z referatida ingliz tilida so’zlashuvchi mamlakatlardan biri bo’lgan Buyuk 
Britaniya va uning tarixi, boshqaruv va siyosiy tizimi, iqtisodi, maxalliy boshqaruv 
tizimi, geografik joylashuvi hamda ta’lim sohasi haqida iloji boricha to’liq 
ma’lumot berishga harakat qiladi.  Talaba bu referati ustida imkon darajada keng 
ko’lamda fikr yuritishga va uni yanada kengroq va osonroq tushuntirib berishga 
xarakat qilgan.  

Shuningdek, bu talabalarga ingliz tilidagi matnlarni o’qish, tarjima qilish, 
o’zaro suhbatlashish, o’z ijodiy fikrlarini ingliz tilida ravon bayon etaolishda 
ko’mak 
beradi.      
        Xulosa o’rnida shuni etirof etish kerakki, ushbu referatdan ingliz tili 
yo’nalishidagi talabalar uchun “Mamlakatshoslik” fani bo’yicha qo’shimcha  
manba o’rnida foydalanish mumkin. 
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The Kingdom of Great Britain , also known as the United Kingdom of Great Britain , 
was a sovereign state in northwest Europe, in existence from 1707 to 1801. It was created by the 
merger of the Kingdom of Scotland and the Kingdom of England, under the Acts of Union 1707, 
to create a single kingdom encompassing the whole of the island of Great Britain and its minor 
outlying islands, excluding Ireland—which remained a separate jurisdiction under the British 
crown. A single parliament and government, based in Westminster, controlled the new kingdom. 
The kingdoms had shared the same monarch since James VI, King of Scots became King of 
England in 1603 following the death of Queen Elizabeth I. 

The Kingdom of Great Britain was superseded by the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland in 1801, when the Kingdom of Ireland was merged with it with the enactment of the 
Act of Union (1800) following the suppression of the Irish Rebellion of 1798. 

Occasionally, the Kingdom of Great Britain is given the alternative name of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain, which is often shortened to United Kingdom. There is substantial 
debate over whether the latter name is acceptable. The Treaty of Union refers to the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain in several places: it is argued that the word "United" is only an 
adjective, and not part of the style, citing the subsequent Acts of Union themselves, which 
explicitly state the name of the new nation: that the states of England and Scotland were "united 
into One Kingdom by the Name of Great Britain". 

The name "United Kingdom" is sometimes preferred for purposes of continuity, 
particularly in the military and colonial spheres. At the time of the Act of Union 1800, which 
unambiguously styled the new state as the "United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland", the 
British were embroiled in the Great French War and the British Empire possessed many colonies 
in North America, India, and Australia. Some who would otherwise prefer the term "Kingdom of 
Great Britain" thus use "United Kingdom" to avoid using two different names for a single 
military and colonial power, which may confuse the discussion 

 

The Flag of the United Kingdom 



 
The flag of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland is 

sometimes called the Union Jack. This red, white, and blue flag was first used in 
1801.  

The flag of the UK is a combination of the flags of England (the cross of St. George), 
Scotland (the cross of St. Andrew), and Ireland (the cross of St. Patrick).  
 

 

History      

The United Kingdom was created out of the existing historic kingdoms of England 
(including Wales), Ireland and Scotland Between the 17th and 19th centuries a series of political 
events brought these constituent elements into a close political union. England, Ireland and 
Scotland were brought into a personal union by the Union of the Crowns in 1603, when James 
VI, King of Scots inherited the Kingdoms of England and Ireland and moved his court from 
Edinburgh to London, although all three kingdoms retained their separate political institutions 

On 1 May 1707, the Kingdom of Great Britain was created by the political union of the 
Kingdom of England (which included Wales) and the Kingdom of Scotland This event was the 
result of the Treaty of Union that was agreed on 22 July 1706, and then ratified by both the 
Parliament of England and Parliament of Scotland each passing an Act of Union in 1707. 

Almost a century later, the Kingdom of Ireland, merged with the Kingdom of Great 
Britain to form the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland with the passing of the Act of 
Union 1800. Disputes within Ireland over the terms of Irish Home Rule led eventually to the 



partition of the island in 1921, with Dominion status for the Irish Free State in 1922 and 
Northern Ireland remaining part of the UK. As a result, in 1927, the formal title of the UK was 
changed to its current form, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

 
 

Territories that were at one time part of the British Empire. Current British Overseas 
Territories are underlined in red. 

In its first century, the United Kingdom played an important role in developing Western 
ideas of the parliamentary system as well as making significant contributions to literature, the 
arts, and science The UK-led Industrial Revolution transformed the country and fuelled the 
growing British Empire. During this time the UK, like other great powers, was involved in 
colonial exploitation, including the Atlantic slave trade, although with the passing of the Slave 
Trade Act in 1807 the UK took a leading role in combating the trade in slaves. 

Infantry of the Royal Irish Rifles during the Battle of the Somme. More than 885,000 
British soldiers lost their lives on the battlefields of World War I. 

After the defeat of France in the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars (1792–1815), the 
UK emerged as the principal naval and economic power of the 19th century (with London the 
largest city in the world from about 1830 to 1930) and remained a foremost power into the mid 
20th century. Beside Russia, France and (after 1917) the USA, the British were one of the major 
powers opposing Germany and its allies in World War I (1914–18). Engaged in much of its 
empire, several regions in Europe and increasingly taking a major role on the Western front, the 
armed forces grew to over five million people. 

The nation suffered an estimated two and a half million casualties and finished the war 
with a huge national debt.After the war the United Kingdom received the League of Nations 
mandate over former German and Ottoman colonies and the British Empire had expanded to its 
greatest extent, covering a fifth of the world's land surface and a quarter of its population.The 
Great Depression (1929–32) broke out at a time when the UK was still far from having 
recovered from the effects of the war and led to hardship and political and social unrest. 

The United Kingdom was one of the three main Allies of World War II. Following the 
defeat of its European allies in the first year of the war, the United Kingdom continued the fight 
against Germany in the aerial campaign known as the Battle of Britain. After the victory, the UK 
was one of the Big Three powers that met to plan the postwar world. World War II left the 
United Kingdom financially damaged. However, Marshall Aid and costly loans taken from both 
the United States and Canada helped the UK on the road to recovery. 

The Battle of Britain ended the German advance in Western Europe. 

The immediate post-war years saw the establishment of the Welfare State, including 
among the world's first and most comprehensive public health services. Changes in government 



policy also brought people from all over the Commonwealth to create a multiethnic Britain. 
Although the new postwar limits of Britain's political role were confirmed by the Suez Crisis of 
1956, the international spread of the English language meant the continuing influence of its 
literature and culture, while from the 1960s its popular culture also found influence abroad. 

Following a period of global economic slowdown and industrial strife in the 1970s, the 
1980s saw the inflow of substantial North Sea oil revenues and economic growth. The 
premiership of Margaret Thatcher marked a significant change of direction from the post-war 
political and economic consensus; a path that continued under the New Labour governments of 
Tony Blair and Gordon Brown since 1997, which ended on the 11th May 2010. 

The United Kingdom was one of the 12 founding members of the European Union at its 
launch in 1992 with the signing of the Maastricht Treaty. Prior to that, it had been a member of 
the EU's forerunner, the European Economic Community (EEC), from 1973. The end of the 20th 
century saw major changes to the governance of the UK with the establishment of devolved 
national administrations for Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales following pre-legislative 
referenda. 

Government and politics 

 Monarchy of the United Kingdom, Politics of the United Kingdom, and Elections in the United 
Kingdom 

 
 
HM Queen Elizabeth II, Queen of the United Kingdom and the other Commonwealth realms.The 
United Kingdom is a constitutional monarchy: Queen Elizabeth II is head of state of the UK as 
well as of fifteen other Commonwealth countries, putting the UK in a personal union with those 
other states. The Crown has sovereignty over the Crown Dependencies of the Isle of Man and the 
Bailiwicks of Jersey and Guernsey, which are not part of the United Kingdom though the UK 
government manages their foreign affairs and defence and the UK Parliament has the authority 
to legislate on their behalf. 

The United Kingdom has an uncodified constitution,as do only three other countries in 
the world. The Constitution of the United Kingdom thus consists mostly of a collection of 
disparate written sources, including statutes, judge-made case law, and international treaties. As 
there is no technical difference between ordinary statutes and "constitutional law," the UK 
Parliament can perform "constitutional reform" simply by passing Acts of Parliament and thus 
has the political power to change or abolish almost any written or unwritten element of the 
constitution. However, no Parliament can pass laws that future Parliaments cannot change.  



The UK has a parliamentary government based on the Westminster system that has been 
emulated around the world—a legacy of the British Empire. The Parliament of the United 
Kingdom that meets in the Palace of Westminster has two houses: an elected House of Commons 
and an appointed House of Lords, and any Bill passed requires Royal Assent to become law. It is 
the ultimate legislative authority in the United Kingdom since the devolved parliament in 
Scotland and devolved assemblies in Northern Ireland, and Wales are not sovereign bodies and 
could be abolished by the UK parliament despite being established following public approval as 

expressed in referenda.  

 
The Palace of Westminster, seat of the two houses of the Parliament of the United 

Kingdom—the House of Lords and the House of Commons 

The position of Prime Minister, the UK's head of government, belongs to the Member of 
Parliament who can obtain the confidence of a majority in the House of Commons, usually the 
current leader of the largest political party in that chamber. The Prime Minister and Cabinet are 
formally appointed by the Monarch to form Her Majesty's Government, though the Prime 
Minister chooses the Cabinet, and by convention HM The Queen respects the Prime Minister's 
choices. 

The Cabinet is traditionally drawn from members of the Prime Minister's party in both 
legislative houses, and mostly from the House of Commons, to which they are responsible. 
Executive power is exercised by the Prime Minister and Cabinet, all of whom are sworn into Her 
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy Council, and become Ministers of the Crown. The Rt. Hon. 
David Cameron, leader of the Conservative Party, has been Prime Minister, First Lord of the 
Treasury and Minister for the Civil Service since 11 May 2010. 

For elections to the House of Commons, the UK is currently divided into 650 
constituencies. Each constituency elects one Member of Parliament by simple plurality. General 
elections are called by the Monarch when the Prime Minister so advises. Though there is no 
minimum term for a Parliament, the Parliament Act (1911) requires that a new election must be 
called within five years of the previous general election. 

The UK's three major political parties are the Labour Party, the Conservative Party, and 
the Liberal Democrats, who won between them 622 out of 650 seats available in the House of 
Commons: 621 seats at the 2010 general election and 1 more at the delayed by-election in Thirsk 
and Malton. Most of the remaining seats were won by parties that only contest elections in one 
part of the UK such as the Scottish National Party (Scotland only), Plaid Cymru (Wales only), 
and the Democratic Unionist Party, Social Democratic and Labour Party, Ulster Unionist Party, 
and Sinn Féin (Northern Ireland only, though Sinn Féin also contests elections in Ireland). In 
accordance with party policy, no elected Sinn Féin Member of Parliament has ever attended the 
House of Commons to speak in the House on behalf of their constituents as Members of 
Parliament are required to take an oath of allegiance to the Monarch. However, the current five 



Sinn Féin MPs have since 2002 made use of the offices and other facilities available at 
Westminster. 

For elections to the European Parliament, the UK currently has 72 MEPs, elected in 12 
multi-member constituencies. Questions over sovereignty have been brought forward because of 
the UK's membership of the European Union. 

Devolved national administrations: Northern Ireland Executive, Scottish 

Government, and Welsh Assembly Government  

 
The Scottish Parliament Building in Holyrood is the seat of the Scottish Parliament 

Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales each has its own government or Executive, led by a 
First Minister, and a devolved, unicameral legislature. England, the largest country of the United 
Kingdom, has no devolved executive or legislature and is administered and legislated for directly 
by the UK government and parliament on all issues. This situation has given rise to the so-called 
West Lothian question which concerns the fact that MPs from Northern Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales can vote, sometimes decisively, on matters affecting England that are handled by 
devolved legislatures for their own constituencies. 

The Scottish Government and Parliament have wide ranging powers over any matter that 
has not been specifically 'reserved' to the UK parliament, including education, healthcare, Scots 
law and local government. Following their victory at the 2007 elections, the pro-independence 
Scottish National Party (SNP) formed a minority government with its leader, Alex Salmond, 
becoming First Minister of Scotland. The pro-union parties responded to the electoral success of 
the SNP by creating a Commission on Scottish Devolutionwhich reported in 2009, 
recommending that additional powers should be devolved, including control of half the income 
tax raised in Scotland. 

The Welsh Assembly Government and the National Assembly for Wales have more 
limited powers than those devolved to , although following the passing of the Government of 
Wales Act 2006, the Assembly can now legislate in some areas through Assembly Measures 
passed within clearly defined areas based upon, Legislative Competence Orders which can be 
granted on a case by case basis.The current Welsh Assembly Government was formed several 
weeks after the 2007 elections, following a brief period of minority administration, when Plaid 
Cymru joined Labour in a coalition government under the continuing leadership of First Minister 
Rhodri Morgan. 

The Northern Ireland Executive and Assembly have powers closer to those already 
devolved to Scotland. The Northern Ireland Executive is led by a diarchy, currently First 
Minister Peter Robinson (Democratic Unionist Party) and deputy First Minister Martin 
McGuinness (Sinn Féin). 



Local government 

 Administrative geography of the United Kingdom 
 Local government in England, Local government in Northern Ireland, Local government in 
Scotland, and Local government in Wales 

 
 
Administrative units of the United Kingdom 

 
 
Manchester Town Hall, used for the local governance of Manchester, is an example of Victorian 
era Gothic revival architecture. 

The administrative geography of the United Kingdom is complex, multi-layered and non-
uniform as each country of the United Kingdom has its own system of administrative and 
geographic demarcation with origins that pre-date the United Kingdom itself. Consequently, 
there is "no common stratum of administrative unit encompassing the United Kingdom".Until 
the 19th century there was little change to those arrangements, but since then there has been a 
constant evolution of role and function.Change did not occur in England, Northern Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales in a uniform manner, and the devolution of power over local government to 
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland means that future changes are unlikely to be uniform 
either. 

The organisation of local government in England is complex, with the distribution of 
functions varying according to the local arrangements. Legislation concerning local government 



in England is decided by the UK parliament and the government of the United Kingdom, 
because England does not have a devolved parliament. The upper-tier subdivisions of England 
are the nine Government office regions or European Union government office regions. One 
region, Greater London, has had a directly elected assembly and mayor since 2000 following 
popular support for the proposal in a referendum. 

It was intended that other regions would also be given their own elected regional 
assemblies, but a rejection by a referendum in 2004 of a proposed assembly in the North East 
region stopped this idea in its tracks. Below the region level, London consists of 32 London 
boroughs and the rest of England has either county councils and district councils or unitary 
authorities. Councillors are elected by First Past The Post in single member wards or by the 
multi-member plurality system in multi-member wards. 

Local government in Northern Ireland has, since 1973, been organised into 26 district 
councils, each elected by single transferable vote with powers limited to services like collecting 
waste, controlling dogs, and maintaining parks and cemeteries.However, on 13 March 2008, the 
Executive agreed on proposals to create 11 new councils to replace the present system and the 
next local elections will be postponed until 2011 to facilitate this. 

Local government in Scotland is divided on a basis of 32 council areas, with wide 
variation in both size and population. The cities of Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee 
are separate council areas as also is Highland Council, which includes a third of Scotland's area 
but just over 200,000 people. The power invested in local authorities is administered by elected 
councillors, of which there are currently 1,222 who are each paid a part-time salary. 

Elections are conducted by single transferable vote in multi-member wards that elect 
either three or four councillors. Each council elects a Provost or Convenor to chair meetings of 
the council and to act as a figurehead for the area. Councillors are subject to a code of conduct 
enforced by the Standards Commission for Scotland. The representative association of Scotland's 
local authorities is the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA). 

Local government in Wales consists of 22 unitary authorities, including the cities of 
Cardiff, Swansea and Newport, which are separate unitary authorities in their own right. 
Elections are held every four years by First Past The Postwith the most recent elections being in 
May 2008. The Welsh Local Government Association represents the interests of local authorities 
in Wales. 

England, Wales and Northern Ireland 
 English law and Northern Ireland law 

 
 
The Royal Courts of Justice of England and Wales. 



Both English law, which applies in England and Wales, and Northern Ireland law are 
based on common-law principles. The essence of common law is that, subject to statute, the law 
is developed by judges in court, applying statute, precedent and common sense to the facts 
before them, to give explanatory judgements of the relevant legal principles, which are reported 
and binding in future similar cases (stare decisis). 

The courts of England and Wales are headed by the Senior Courts of England and Wales, 
consisting of the Court of Appeal, the High Court of Justice (for civil cases) and the Crown 
Court (for criminal cases). The Supreme Court is the highest court in the land for both criminal 
and civil appeal cases in England, Wales, and Northern Ireland and any decision it makes is 
binding on every other court in the same jurisdiction, and often has persuasive effect in its other 
jurisdictions. On appeal, a court may overrule the decisions of its inferior courts, such as county 
courts (civil) and magistrates' courts (criminal). The High Court may also quash on judicial 
review both administrative decisions of the Government and delegated legislation. 

The courts of Northern Ireland are headed by the Court of Judicature of Northern Ireland, 
consisting of the Northern Ireland Court of Appeal, the Northern Ireland High Court of Justice 
and the Northern Ireland Crown Court. Below that are county courts and magistrates' courts. 

Crime in England and Wales increased in the period between 1981 and 1995, though 
since that peak there has been an overall fall of 48% in crime from 1995 to 2007/08, according to 
crime statistics. Despite the fall in recorded crime rates, the prison population of England and 
Wales has almost doubled over the same period, to over 80,000, giving England and Wales the 
highest rate of incarceration in Western Europe at 147 per 100,000. Her Majesty's Prison 
Service, which reports to the Ministry of Justice, manages most of the prisons within England 
and Wales. 

Education 

 Education in England, Education in Northern Ireland, Education in Scotland, Education in 
Wales, and British universities 

 
 
King's College, part of the University of Cambridge 

Education in the United Kingdom is a devolved matter, with each country having a 
separate education system. 

Education in England is the responsibility of the Secretary of State for Children, Schools 
and Families and the Secretary of State for Innovation, Universities and Skills, though the day to 
day administration and funding of state schools is the responsibility of Local Authorities 
(previously named Local Education Authorities).Universal state education in England and Wales 
was introduced for primary level in 1870 and secondary level in 1900. Education is mandatory 
from ages five to sixteen (15 if born in late July or August). The majority of children are 



educated in state-sector schools, only a small proportion of which select on the grounds of 
academic ability. State schools which are allowed to select pupils according to intelligence and 
academic ability can achieve comparable results to the most selective private schools: out of the 
top ten performing schools in terms of GCSE results in 2006 two were state-run grammar 
schools. Despite a fall in actual numbers, the proportion of children in England attending private 
schools has risen to over 7%. However over half of students at the leading universities of 
Cambridge and Oxford had attended state schools. England has some of the top universities in 
the world; University of Cambridge, University of Oxford, Imperial College London and 
University College London are ranked in the global top 10 in the 2008 THE–QS World 
University Rankings. Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) rated 
pupils in England 7th in the world for Maths, and 6th for Science. The results put England's 
pupils ahead of other European countries, including Germany and Scandinavian 

countries.  

 
Queen's University, Belfast, built in 1849 and one of the oldest higher education institutions in 
the United Kingdom 

Education in Scotland is the responsibility of the Cabinet Secretary for Education and 
Lifelong Learning, with day to day administration and funding of state schools the responsibility 
of Local Authorities. Two non-departmental public bodies have key roles in Scottish education: 
the Scottish Qualifications Authority is responsible for the development, accreditation, 
assessment and certification of qualifications other than degrees which are delivered at 
secondary schools, post-secondary colleges of further education and other centres; and Learning 
and Teaching Scotland provides advice, resources and staff development to the education 
community to promote curriculum development and create a culture of innovation, ambition and 
excellence. Scotland first legislated for compulsory education in 1496. The proportion of 
children in Scotland attending private schools is just over 4%, although it has been rising slowly 
in recent years.Scottish students who attend Scottish universities pay neither tuition fees nor 
graduate endowment charges as the fees were abolished in 2001 and the graduate endowment 
scheme was abolished in 2008. 

Education in Northern Ireland is the responsibility of the Minister of Education and the 
Minister for Employment and Learning, although responsibility at a local level is administered 
by five education and library boards, covering different geographical areas. The 'Council for the 
Curriculum, Examinations & Assessment (CCEA) is the body responsible for advising the 
government on what should be taught in Northern Ireland's schools, monitoring standards and 
awarding qualifications. 

The National Assembly for Wales has responsibility for education in Wales. A significant 
number of Welsh students are taught either wholly or largely in the Welsh language; lessons in 
Welsh are compulsory for all until the age of 16. There are plans to increase the provision of 
Welsh Medium schools as part of the policy of having a fully bilingual Wales. 

Healthcare 



 Healthcare in the United Kingdom 

 
 
Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital—a modern NHS hospital 

Healthcare in the United Kingdom is a devolved matter and England, Northern Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales each has its own system of private and publicly funded healthcare, together 
with alternative, holistic and complementary treatments. Public healthcare is provided to all UK 
permanent residents and is free at the point of need being paid for from general taxation. Taken 
together, the World Health Organisation, in 2000, ranked the provision of healthcare in the 
United Kingdom as fifteenth best in Europe and eighteenth in the world. 

 
 
The Royal Aberdeen Children's Hospital is a specialist children's hospital, part of NHS Scotland. 

Regulatory bodies are organised on a UK-wide basis such as the General Medical 
Council, the Nursing and Midwifery Council and non-governmental-based, such as Royal 
Colleges. However, political and operational responsibility for healthcare lies with four national 
executives; healthcare in England is the responsibility of Her Majesty's Government; healthcare 
in Northern Ireland is the responsibility of the Northern Ireland Executive; healthcare in Scotland 
is the responsibility of the Scottish Government; and healthcare in Wales is the responsibility of 
the Welsh Assembly Government. Each National Health Service has different policies and 
priorities, resulting in contrasts. 

Since 1979, expenditure on healthcare has been increased significantly to bring it closer 
to the European Union average. The UK spends around 8.4 per cent of its gross domestic product 
on healthcare, which is 0.5 per cent below the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development average and about one per cent below the average of the European Union. 

Transport 

 Transport in the United Kingdom 



 
 
Heathrow Terminal 5. London Heathrow Airport has the most international passenger traffic of 
any airport in the world. 

The Highways Agency is the executive agency responsible for trunk roads and 
motorways in England apart from the privately owned and operated M6 Toll.The Department for 
Transport states that traffic congestion is one of the most serious transport problems and that it 
could cost England an extra £22 billion in wasted time by 2025 if left unchecked.According to 
the government-sponsored Eddington report of 2006, congestion is in danger of harming the 
economy, unless tackled by road pricing and expansion of the transport network. 

The Scottish transport network is the responsibility of the Scottish Government's 
Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Learning Department with Transport Scotland being the 
Executive Agency that is accountable to the Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Sustainable 
Growth for Scotland's trunk roads and rail networks. Scotland's rail network has around 340 
railway stations and 3,000 kilometres of track with over 62 million passenger journeys made 
each year. In 2008, the Scottish Government set out investment plans for the next 20 years, with 
priorities to include a new Forth Road Bridge and electrification of the rail network. 

 
 
The Forth Railway Bridge, Scotland, is an iconic feature of the rail network. 

Across the UK, there is a radial road network of 46,904 kilometres (29,145 mi) of main 
roads with a motorway network of 3,497 kilometres (2,173 mi). There are a further 
213,750 kilometres (132,818 mi) of paved roads. The rail network of 16,116 km (10,072 miles) 
in Great Britain and 303 route km (189 route mi) in Northern Ireland carries over 18,000 
passenger trains and 1,000 freight trains daily. Urban rail networks are well developed in London 
and other cities. There was once over 48,000 route km (30,000 route mi) of rail network in the 
UK, however most of this was reduced over a time period from 1955 to 1975, much of it after a 
report by a government advisor Richard Beeching in the mid 1960s (known as the Beeching 
Axe). Plans are now being considered to build new high speed lines by 2025. 

London Heathrow Airport, located 15 miles (24 km) west of the capital, is the UK's 
busiest airport and has the most international passenger traffic of any airport in the world.It is the 
hub for the flag carrier British Airways, as well as Virgin Atlantic, and BMI. 

Economy 



 Economy of the United Kingdom 

 
 
London is the largest financial centre in the world alongside New York. 

The United Kingdom's economy is made up (in descending order of size) of the 
economies of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Based on market exchange rates, 
the UK is today the sixth largest economy in the world and the third largest in Europe after 
Germany and France. 

The Industrial Revolution started in the UK with an initial concentration on heavy 
industries such as shipbuilding, coal mining, steel production, and textiles. The empire created an 
overseas market for British products, allowing the UK to dominate international trade in the 19th 
century. However, as other nations industrialised, coupled with economic decline after two world 
wars, the United Kingdom began to lose its competitive advantage and heavy industry declined, 
by degrees, throughout the 20th century. Manufacturing remains a significant part of the 
economy, but accounted for only one-sixth of national output in 2003. 

The British motor industry is a significant part of this sector, although it has diminished 
with the collapse of the MG Rover Group and most of the industry is foreign owned. Civil and 
defence aircraft production is led by BAE Systems, the largest defence contractor in the world, 
and the continental European firm EADS, the owner of Airbus. Rolls-Royce holds a major share 
of the global aerospace engines market. The chemical and pharmaceutical industry is strong in 
the UK, with the world's second and sixth largest pharmaceutical firms (GlaxoSmithKline and 
AstraZeneca, respectively) being based in the UK. 

The UK service sector, however, has grown substantially, and now makes up about 73% 
of GDP.The service sector is dominated by financial services, especially in banking and 
insurance. London is the world's largest financial centre with the London Stock Exchange, the 
London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange, and the Lloyd's of London 
insurance market all based in the City of London. London is a major centre for international 
business and commerce and is the leader of the three "command centres" for the global economy 
(along with New York City and Tokyo). 

London has the largest concentration of foreign bank branches in the world. In the past 
decade, a rival financial centre in London has grown in the Docklands area, with the HSBC, the 
world's largest bank, and Barclays Bank relocating their head offices there. Many multinational 
companies that are not primarily UK-based have chosen to site their European or rest-of-world 
headquarters in London: an example is the US financial services firm Citigroup. The Scottish 



capital, Edinburgh, has one of the large financial centres of Europe and is the headquarters of the 
Royal Bank of Scotland Group, one of the world's largest banks. 

 
 

North Sea oil and gas have supplied much of the UK's energy needs in recent decades, 
but the country now increasingly depends on imported fossil fuels. 

Tourism is very important to the British economy. With over 27 million tourists arriving 
in 2004, the United Kingdom is ranked as the sixth major tourist destination in the world. 
London, by a considerable margin, is the most visited city in the world with 15.6 million visitors 
in 2006, ahead of 2nd placed Bangkok (10.4 million visitors) and 3rd placed Paris (9.7 million). 

The creative industries accounted for 7% GVA in 2005 and grew at an average of 6% per 
annum between 1997 and 2005. 

The UK has a small coal reserve along with significant, yet continuously decliningnatural 
gas and oil reserves. Over 400 million tonnes of proven coal reserves have been identified in the 
UK.In 2004, total UK coal consumption (including imports) was 61 million tonnes, allowing the 
UK to be self sufficient in coal for just over 6.5 years, although at present extraction rates it 
would take 20 years to mine. 

An alternative to coal-fired electricity generation is underground coal gasification (UCG). 
UGC involves injecting steam and oxygen down a borehole, which extracts gas from the coal 
and draws the mixture to the surface—a potentially very low carbon method of exploiting coal. 
Identified onshore areas that have the potential for UGC amount to between 7 billion tonnes and 
16 billion tonnes. Based on current UK coal consumption, these volumes represent reserves that 
could last the UK between 200 and 400 years. 

Government involvement throughout the economy is exercised by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer (currently George Osborne) who heads HM Treasury, but the Prime Minister 
(currently David Cameron), is First Lord of the Treasury; the Chancellor of the Exchequer is the 
Second Lord of the Treasury. In recent years, the UK economy has been managed in accordance 
with principles of market liberalisation and low taxation and regulation. Since 1997, the Bank of 
England's Monetary Policy Committee, headed by the Governor of the Bank of England, has 
been responsible for setting interest rates at the level necessary to achieve the overall inflation 
target for the economy that is set by the Chancellor each year. The Scottish Government, subject 
to the approval of the Scottish Parliament, has the power to vary the basic rate of income tax 
payable in Scotland by plus or minus 3 pence in the pound, though this power has not yet been 
exercised. 



In July 2007, the UK had government debt at 35.5% of GDP. This figure rose to 56.8% of 
GDP by July 2009. 

 
 
The Bank of England;  the central bank of the United Kingdom. 

The currency of the UK is the pound sterling, represented by the symbol £. The Bank of 
England is the central bank, responsible for issuing currency. Banks in Scotland and Northern 
Ireland retain the right to issue their own notes, subject to retaining enough Bank of England 
notes in reserve to cover the issue. Pound sterling is also used as a reserve currency by other 
governments and institutions, and is the third-largest after the U.S. dollar and the euro. 

The UK chose not to join the euro at the currency's launch, and the British Prime 
Minister, The Rt Hon Gordon Brown MP, has ruled out membership for the foreseeable future, 
saying that the decision not to join had been right for Britain and for Europe. The government of 
former Prime Minister Tony Blair had pledged to hold a public referendum for deciding 
membership should "five economic tests" be met. In 2005, more than half (55%) of the UK were 
against adopting the currency, while 30% were in favour. 

On 23 January 2009, Government figures from the Office for National Statistics showed 
that the UK was officially in recession for the first time since 1991. It entered a recession in the 
final quarter of 2008, accompanied by rising unemployment which increased from 5.2% in May 
2008 to 7.6% in May 2009. The unemployment rate among 18 to 24-year-olds has risen from 
11.9% to 17.3%. 

The poverty line in the UK is commonly defined as being 60% of the median household 
income. In 2007-2008, 13.5 million people, or 22% of the population, lived below this line. This 
is a higher level of relative poverty than all but four other EU members. In the same year, 4.0 
million children, 31% of the total, lived in households below the poverty line, after housing costs 
were taken into account. This is a decrease of 400,000 children since 1998-1999. 
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